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Abstract 
Multiple neural network systems have become popular techniques for tackling complex tasks, often giving improved 
performance compared to single network systems.  For example, modular systems can provide improvements in generalisation 
through task decomposition, whereas multiple classifier and regressor systems typically improve generalisation through the 
ensemble combination of redundant networks.  Whilst there has been significant focus on understanding the theoretical properties 
of some of these multi-net systems, particularly ensemble systems, there has been little theoretical work on understanding the 
properties of the generic combination of networks, important in developing more complex systems, perhaps even those a step 
closer to their biological counterparts.  In this paper we provide a formal framework in which the generic combination of neural 
networks can be described, and in which the properties of the system can be rigorously analyzed.  We achieve this by describing 
multi-net systems in terms of partially ordered sets and state transition systems.  By way of example, we explore an abstract 
version of learning applied to a generic multi-net system that can combine an arbitrary number of networks in sequence and in 
parallel.  By using the framework we show with a constructive proof that, under specific conditions, if it is possible to train the 
generic system, then training can be achieved by the abstract technique described. 
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1. Introduction 
Neural network research has reached the stage where we 
have at least a good understanding of the most popular 
architectures and algorithms (cf. [4]), and yet there remains 
a significant gap between the capabilities of such networks 
compared to the capability, say, of the human brain.  Whilst 
improved learning algorithms allow us to achieve good 
levels of performance on tasks such as regression or 
classification, neural networks fall short of the equivalent 
complexity of biological systems.  One way in which the 
performance and capability of artificial neural systems has 
been improved is through the combination of multiple 
networks [26,31].  These multi-net systems [43] are simply 
ways in which networks can be combined into a cohesive 
architecture, often with a specific learning algorithm (for 
example [6,18,27]), and whilst they still fall short of 
biological complexity, they have been used to demonstrate 
improved performance and capability in a number of areas, 
including regression [39], classification [31] and, perhaps 
more relevantly, computational modelling [23,26]. 
Whilst these combined systems have proven popular, our 
formal understanding of their properties and capabilities is 
not complete.  For ensembles, our understanding depends 
upon the task; we have a relatively good understanding of 
regression, but not for classification [8].  Other 
architectures require a more specific configuration of the 
components and choice of learning algorithm [29].  In 
general this means that the choice of an optimum topology 
and parameterization is a matter for trial-and-error, often 
without knowing if convergence to a stable solution is 
possible, or whether a simpler solution is better.  To 
overcome this, a formal understanding of these systems is 
therefore desirable to remove such uncertainties.  Whilst 
statistical analysis is proving useful for specific 
architectures [7,19,22,44,47], there has been little work on 
expanding this to a generic framework in which all such 
multi-net systems may be described. 
In this paper we provide an abstract, general theory of 
multi-net systems using a framework in which the generic 
combination of networks can be described, and in which 
the properties of the system can be rigorously analyzed.  To 
achieve this we use partially ordered sets to describe the 
topology of multi-net systems, abstract sets to represent 
weights and other parameters, abstract functions to 
represent the activation function and combinations, and 
transition systems to model the dynamics of activation and 
learning.  The use of transition systems builds upon their 
wide use in concurrency theory to provide interleaving 
operation semantics (cf. [30,37]). This novel application of 
set theory provides a framework in which we can prove 
properties of combined systems.  In particular, we provide 
a constructive characterisation of a supervised learning 
algorithm that can be synthesised by an abstract scheme, the 
latter motivated by the ideas of gradient descent learning, 
which can be used to train a generic multi-net system, such 
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that the parameters of the system converge to meet a 
specific criterion function.  Importantly, this is achieved 
without resorting to specific details of the components 
involved, and especially without relying upon computing 
gradients and the constraints this brings.  It should be 
stressed, however, that the algorithm in question is 
completely abstract, involving no numerical data, and hence 
without immediate application. 
In section 2 of this paper we provide a background to 
multi-net systems and existing work on formalism.  In 
section 3 we provide the framework to formally define the 
topology, parameterization and learning algorithm of a 
multi-net system and in section 4 we consider how an 
abstract formulation of supervised learning using a 
backward pass can be used to train a generic multi-net 
system.  We spend considerable effort in these two sections 
to ensure that the formal foundation of the framework is 
rigorous to allow it to be applied successfully to multi-net 
systems in general.  In section 5 we conclude with a 
discussion on the limitations of the proposed framework 
and consider future work. 
2. Multi-net systems 
The idea of combining components together to form a 
cohesive system which is more capable than its individual 
parts is not new, even for neural networks.  For example, 
Hebb’s discussion on learning includes the concept of 
‘superordinate’ systems built from integrating cell 
assemblies [25].  This idea of a combination of neural 
components has been used successfully for computational 
models of cognitive abilities (for example, [23,41]), and 
appears to be a natural extension of the neural modelling 
paradigm, building from neurons, to layers, to networks 
[26], with some architectures even linked to functional 
specialism in the brain [20]. 
Particular multi-net architectures, or in general 
combinations of machine learning techniques, have 
demonstrated tangible performance improvement on tasks 
such as regression [39] and classification [31].  Broad 
types of combination include ensemble, modular and hybrid 
systems [43], but more detailed taxonomy do not recognize 
such clear divisions, with the behaviour of parallel, 
sequential and hybrid types of architecture dependent upon 
the process of learning [38].  Here, the choice of learning 
algorithm can make such systems co-operative (typically 
ensembles), competitive (modular), static (pre-configured 
prior to combination) or dynamic (configured in-situ), for 
the same or similar configurations [42]. 
Exemplars of modular systems are the mixture-of-experts 
(ME) and the hierarchical mixture-of-experts (HME) 
architectures [27,28], in which a task is automatically 
decomposed into sub-tasks solved by individual expert 
networks using a competitive algorithm, essentially 
allocating input patterns to each expert.  With a particular 
configuration and algorithm, convergence properties are 
known [29,36], yet such a specific result does not apply to 
the more general use of ME, which has proven of benefit 
for different cognitive simulations [14,15,26]. 
Ensemble systems have also proven popular with the 
development of algorithms such as AdaBoost [18] and 
negative correlation (NC) learning [34].  Whilst properties 
of ensembles for regression problems are mostly well 
understood [7,39] (especially with the recent linkage of the 
Ambiguity [32] and the bias-variance-covariance [45] 
decompositions to learning in NC, which results in being 
able to understand how to construct an accurate regressor, 
given the use of a quadratic error function [9]) there is only 
limited theory [19,22,44] for ensembles of classifiers 
(multiple classifier systems) with no complete 
understanding of how accurate ensemble classifiers can be 
constructed, but which is focused on the notion of diversity 
[33]. 
Whilst there is a good theoretical understanding of ME 
and HME, and a developing understanding of ensembles, 
there is no such theory for other types of multi-net system.  
Examples include sequential systems [13,35], adaptive 
parallel combinations of networks [10,46] or ad-hoc 
systems, popular in computational models of brain function 
and behaviour, such as aspects of human vision [11], 
numerical abilities [14,17] and emotion [3], to name but 
some.  Yet despite a lack of understanding of the properties 
of the combined system, we know significantly more about 
the individual components, which it would be useful to 
apply to the combined system.  
Attempts have been made to define a theoretical 
framework that can be used to describe a more general 
class of multi-net system.  Parallel (cf. ensembles) and 
sequential combinations of networks were formalized by 
Bottou and Gallinari [5], in which they explored ways in 
which combinations of learning algorithms could be 
defined.  Amari [2] defined a stochastic model of neural 
networks that was used to describe both single network and 
multi-net systems (the ME architecture), and which could 
be extended to other types of combination.  In a similar 
way, the formal definition of the HME architecture and 
algorithm [28] could also be extended to more general 
types of multi-net system.  Kittler, Hatef, Duin and Matas 
[31] also recognized the need for a theoretical framework 
for describing combinations of classifiers, but their work 
was restricted to a particular configuration, namely the 
parallel combination of classifiers (or networks), as used 
in an ensemble.  Similarly, Giacinto and Roli [22] used a 
statistical framework to demonstrate how an optimal Bayes 
classifier can be constructed theoretically from a dynamic 
classifier selection (DCS) system [21].  Whilst each of 
these have abstracted some of the properties of the 
components, for example the types of component [31], none 
consider how properties of the whole system might be 
rigorously analyzed.  If we are to understand such 
properties of a more general class of multi-net system, 
important perhaps for the construction of improved models 
of the brain and other more complex systems, then we must 
develop a generic formal understanding of these systems 
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and use knowledge of the components to infer properties of 
the whole – something that can only be achieved in a 
rigorous formal framework. 
In this paper, we present an abstract, set-based model of 
multi-net systems.  The starting point for the work reported 
here is Casey [12].  He used directed trees to define a 
generic architecture of multi-net systems, together with a 
framework for the description of the associated learning 
algorithm.  However, like previous work, this lacked 
sufficient rigor to explore the properties of the systems.  In 
this paper we build upon this work by considering 
combined systems generically by developing an abstract 
model of multi-nets.  The model is abstract in that it 
represents multi-net topologies in terms of partially ordered 
sets, with weights considered non-numerically in 
combination with abstract functions.  We also formalize the 
notion of a feedforward state of the system (the production 
of an output given a set of inputs), and the concept of 
learning as a strategy to change the parameterization of the 
system to one that satisfies a predicate function, modelling 
convergence to some defined state.  We provide this formal 
description so that the abstract properties of the generic 
class of multi-net systems can be analyzed. 
Whilst providing a formal framework is useful to 
consistently define multi-net architectures, it is only really 
useful when used to discover properties of the combined 
system that were not previously known.  Consequently, in 
this paper we present results from the application of the 
formalism to understand how supervised learning can be 
achieved in a generic system.  The system is generic in the 
sense that we do not specify topological constraints on the 
components, such as the type of network or neurons.  In 
particular, we define an abstract form of supervised 
learning for this generic system, motivated by the backward 
training pass of algorithms such as backpropagation [40] 
and other gradient descent learners.  We then prove that, if 
we have any type of feedforward multi-net system used for 
a supervised learning task, if we can precisely define the 
convergence predicate, then there exists a learning 
algorithm, based upon the abstract form described, that can 
be used to train the system.  Whilst this is perhaps intuitive, 
the significance is in the generality of the result: we do not 
require that the system consists of neurons, perceptrons or 
indeed, any other type of network, rather, our constraint lies 
in being able to describe the system using the formalism 
only.  The limitation is that, whilst this is a demonstration 
of the usefulness of abstracting combinations of networks, 
in order to be practical, the detail of the strategy and 
associated predicate must be provided, something that we 
do not deal with in this paper. 
3. From multi-nets to state transition systems 
In this section we present the basic mathematical 
concepts underlying the work presented here.  The first of 
these is that of a partially ordered set, which we use instead 
of directed trees to describe the topology of a multi-net 
system (and visually via a Hasse diagram) [16].  The 
second is that of a transition system, which provides us 
with the means to model dynamical aspects of these systems 
(both feedforward and feedback). 
3.1. Partial orders 
Casey [12] pictures multi-nets as directed trees, but we 
shall find it convenient to treat these from the point of view 
of partially ordered sets.  A partially ordered set consists 
of a set V  and a relation on V , which we shall denote by 
≤ .  If Vvu ∈, , then we shall interpret vu ≤  to mean that 
u  is either equal to or lies below v , where the root of the 
tree lies above all other nodes.  In general, the relation ≤  
satisfies three conditions; if Vwvu ∈,, , then: 
1) uu ≤  ( ≤  is reflexive); 
2) If vu ≤  and uv ≤ , then vu =  ( ≤  is antisymmetric); 
3) If vu ≤  and wv ≤ , then wu ≤  ( ≤  is transitive). 
We write vu <  if vu ≤ and vu ≠ , and we write vu ≤/ if 
vu ≤  is false.  We add an additional constraint to this 
formulation to avoid two separate branches of the tree from 
being connected1.  For Vwvu ∈,, : 
If wvu ,≤ , then either wv ≤  or vw ≤  (1) 
Finite partial orders (that is to say, partial orders where 
V  is a finite set) may be represented pictorially by a Hasse 
diagram, in which elements of the set are represented by 
nodes, and the existence of a sequence of arrows from, say, 
a  to b  indicates ba > .  Fig. 1b) shows a Hasse diagram 
for an ensemble },,,{ wvutVens =  where three networks are 
combined in parallel.  In this diagram tu < , tv < , tw < , 
but, wv ≤/ , etc.  In general, we say that Va ∈0  is a root 
node if 0aa ≤  for all Va∈ , so that t  is a root node of 
ensV .  Observe that if Vb ∈0  is also a root node, then 
00 ba ≤  and 00 ab ≤ , but then 00 ba =  by antisymmetry, so 
root nodes, if they exist, are unique.  We write )(Vroot  for 
the root of V . 
Definition 1. A framework is a finite, non-empty partially 
ordered set with a root node, satisfying  (1).  We also define 
a relation <  on V  by: 
ba <  iff ba < , bca << , for no Vc∈  (2) 
ba <  means that there is an arrow in the Hasse diagram 
from b  to a . 
Fig. 1d) shows a framework hmeV .  Here, for example, 
we have tu <  and vx < , but not ty < , since tvy << .  
Define }:{ abVba <∈=• .  We call elements of a•  the 
children of a .  For example, in hmeV , },,{ wvut =
•  and 
 
1 This is not used in any of the proofs given in this paper, but serves to 
identify these partial orders with a tree-like Hasse diagram, such as that shown 
in Fig. 1c). 
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∅=• z .  Note that z  is a leaf of hmeV  and in general, we 
define: 
{ }∅=∈= •aVaVleaf :)(  (3) 
So far we have provided a formal notation and informal 
depictions (via a Hasse diagram) of how we can describe a 
multi-net system.  Indeed, this description is quite generic 
and does not yet constrain the characteristics of the nodes 
themselves.  We next look at how the dynamics of a multi-
net system can be described. 
3.2. Transition systems 
In our discussion of the dynamics of feedforward multi-
net systems, we shall use the language of transition systems 
(cf. [1]). 
A transition system T  is composed of a non-empty set 
Q  of states, a non-empty set A  of actions and a relation 
QAQ ××⊆→ , the transition relation of T .  The 
elements of →  are ordered triples ),,( qaq ′ , where 
Qqq ∈′,  and Aa∈ .  We shall write qq a ′→  to indicate 
that →∈′),,( qaq .  Intuitively, qq a ′→  means that if the 
system is in state q , then the action a  may take place, after 
which the system is in state q′ .  For finite ( Q  finite) 
transition systems, there is a graphical representation in 
which elements of Q  are nodes and qq a ′→  is indicated 
by an arrow from q  to q′  labelled a . 
If we consider a feedforward multi-net system, such as 
an ensemble, then states describe static conditions of the 
multi-net, and actions transform one static situation into 
another.  Such an action occurs when an individual node 
takes the values on its inputs, evaluates the output, which 
will also depend on its current local parameterization, and 
transmits it, either to a parent node or to the output of the 
entire multi-net.  In this way the networks within the system 
take input, change state and pass on their output. 
At the beginning of the feedforward sweep, the inputs to 
the nodes and the local parameterizations have specific 
values (for example, the weights).  Changes to this state as 
a result of applying the input depend upon these parameters 
and the node functions.  A state, therefore, is embodied by a 
function associating nodes with values and 
parameterizations.  An action involves an activation of a 
node, altering the value at its output.  These dynamics may 
be described by execution sequences. 
If x  is a sequence of actions and Qqq ∈′, , then we 
define qq x ′→ , providing that: 
1) If Λ=x  (the empty sequence), then qq x ′→  iff 
qq ′= ; 
2) If naax L1= , where Aaa n ∈,,1 L , then qq x ′→  iff 
there exists Qqq n ∈,,1 L  such that 
qqqq n
aa n ′=→→→ L11 . 
We shall say that an execution qq x ′→  is maximal from 
q  if and only if qq a ′′→′  for no Aa∈  and Qq ∈′′ , such 
that q′  is the maximal state from q .  We shall prove 
(Theorem 1) that from any state 0σ  in a given multi-net 
with a given parameterization: 
1) There exists a maximal execution σσ x→0 ; (A) 
2) If σσ x→0  and σσ ′→
y
0  are maximal executions, 
then σσ ′= . (B) 
The practical consequence of this is that there is a 
function OIG →:θ , where I  is the set of all input values 
that can be applied to the leaves of the multi-net; O  is the 
set of all values that can appear as an output at the root of 
the multi-net, such that if 0σ  is a state in which θ  is the 
parameterization and Ix∈ gives the values on the leaves of 
the multi-net in state 0σ , then )(xGθ  is the value of the 
output at the root in state σ  where σσ x→0  is any 
maximal execution.  If θ  is the parameterization of the 
multi-net after training, then θG  describes its functionality.  
The consequence of this is that we can describe an arbitrary 
complex neural model (or any other combination of 
functions) precisely in terms of its inputs, operations and 
outputs, parameters and functions and know that such a 
description guarantees the system can produce an output 
(A) deterministically (B).  We shall refer to (A) and (B) 
again later. 
3.3. Multi-net systems: feedforward state 
We now use the idea of a framework and of a transition 
system to define a feedforward multi-net system. 
One of the points of this paper is that many aspects of the 
combination of networks can be described and analyzed 
with no reference to numerical issues.  For example, 
Theorem 2 (section  4.3) shows that any reasonable training 
scheme can be achieved by an abstract backward pass of 
parameter (weight) modification instructions.  The proof 
would be much more complicated if we focussed on the 
numerical properties and such systems (for example, 
computing gradients).  However, once the existence of the 
proof is established, it is necessary to make it more 
concrete to be of use. 
Our abstract view of a multi-net system explores the 
topology of the network, represented by a framework 
(Definition 1) of nodes.  We abstract the weights, biases, 
etc. by associating each node Vv∈  with an abstract set 
vΘ  of parameters.  Likewise, we do not refer to an 
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activation function, but that each node Vv∈  is associated 
with a function vφ  that takes the values on the node’s inputs 
and calculates an output, depending on the current value of 
its local parameters. We shall also assume that each node 
Vv∈  is associated with a non-empty set vO  of output 
values. 
To be specific, suppose that Vv∈ .  If v  is not a leaf 
node, then there are distinct nodes nvv ,,1 L  such that 
vvi < , for each so that vvv n •=},,{ 1 L .  We can therefore 
consider inputs to v  to be vectors with coordinates 
nvv ,,1 L .  Technically, an input vector to v  is a function 
that maps the children of v  to the union of the outputs of 
each child: 
U
vw
wOvx
•∈
• →:  (4) 
with the property that wOwx ∈)(  for each vw
•∈ .  Note 
that this is equivalent to, say, describing the connections a 
neuron has from a previous network layer; each connection 
provides part of the input to the neuron. 
We shall write wx  for )(wx .  The set of all such 
vectors x  constitutes the input space of v  in V  and will 
be denoted by vI .  For uniformity, in the case of nodes 
)(Vleafv∈ , we shall define }{ vv ⊥=
• , so that the inputs 
to v  will belong to a set 
v
O⊥ , which is the set of all valid 
inputs to leaf v  from the environment.  The input space of 
)(Vleafv∈  may now be defined as for non-root nodes. 
We are now in a position to give a formal definition of a 
multi-net. 
Definition 2. A multi-net is defined to be a triple 
),,(N ΦΘ= F , where: 
1) ),( ≤= VF  is a multi-net framework (Definition 1); 
2) Θ  is an indexed family of non-empty sets vΘ , Vv∈ , 
the parameterization sets of N ; 
3) Φ  is an indexed family of node functions vφ , Vv∈ , 
where: 
vvvv OI →×Θ:φ  (5) 
We shall now describe the feedforward dynamics of the 
system.  If we consider the parameterization of the multi-net 
to be fixed (learning will be dealt with later), then what 
changes during the feedforward sweep are the values on the 
outputs of the nodes.  We assume for the moment that the 
external inputs to the multi-net remain unchanged.  We may 
therefore define a feedforward state to be a function that 
maps the framework to the union of the outputs of each node 
feeding the system output: 
U
+
∈
+ →
Vv
vOV:σ  (6) 
where )}(:{ VleafvVV v ∈⊥∪=
+  and vOv ∈)(σ , for each 
+∈Vv .  )(vσ  gives the value residing on the output of the 
node v  input to its parent, whilst )( v⊥σ  gives the value on 
the input to the leaf v , the notional parent of v⊥ .  
+V  is 
therefore the set of all nodes that provide output used by the 
system (including the output of the input layer). 
Let NΣ  denote the set of all feedforward states of the 
multi-net N .  What will change a state is the activation of 
some node, as it computes its output from the current input.  
We may therefore consider V  as the set of actions.  The 
transition relation for these states will depend on the 
parameterization of the multi-net. We may represent a 
parameterization by a function that maps the framework to 
the union of all the node parameterizations: 
U
Vv
vV
∈
Θ→:θ  (7) 
satisfying vv Θ∈)(θ , for all Vv∈ . We denote the set of 
all parameterisations of N  by NΘ . 
We are now interested in describing relations 
NN Σ××Σ⊆→ Vθ , which for a given parameterization θ  
describes the possible set of state transitions for the system. 
In any state NΣ∈σ , the inputs to Vv∈ , that is the 
values lying on the outputs to the elements vw •∈ , will 
have values )(wσ  and so we can define a vector 
vv Iz ∈,σ  by  
)()(, wwz v σσ = , vw
•∈  (8) 
vz ,σ  is the vector of inputs to node v  in state σ . 
What we are interested in is the output of the system for a 
given state, defined as the feedforward state of each 
component node – we give inputs to the system and 
propagate these through to the output in a single pass.  To 
achieve this, we define the notion of stability.  Let us say 
that a node Vv∈  is stable in state NΣ∈σ  with respect to 
NΘ∈θ  if )()),(( , vzv vv σθφ σ = , otherwise, it is unstable.  
A node is stable in a given state with respect to a given 
parameterization if its output equals the value computed by 
the node from its inputs in that state and its local 
parameters. 
We may now define σσ θ ′→
v  iff v  is not stable at σ  
with respect to θ  
)],(/[ ,vvv zv σθφσσ =′  (9) 
which is the operation of the action vθ→  that moves the 
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node v  from state σ  to state σ ′ , where 

 ≠
=
otherwise
if
a
vww
wav
)(
)](/[
σ
σ  (10) 
So σσ θ ′→
v  when the output to v  at σ  with respect to 
θ  does not match the inputs.  The effect of the transition is 
to update this output according to the node function vφ . 
We say that σ  is stable w.r.t. to θ  if every Vv∈  is 
stable at σ  with respect to θ .  By definition, if ∗∈Vx  
and σ ′  is stable, then for every NΣ∈σ , σσ θ ′→
x   is a 
maximal execution (cf. section  3.2) and ))(( Vrootσ ′  is the 
final stable output.  Write )( NΣθStbl  for the set of all 
states NΣ∈σ  stable with respect to θ . 
Definition 3. If N  is a multi-net then define the input space 
of N  to be the set of all functions 
U
)(
)(:
Vleafv
v
OVleafx
∈
⊥→  (11) 
such that 
v
Ovx ⊥∈)(  for each )(Vleafv∈ .  Define the 
output space of N to be )(N VrootOO = . If )( NΣ∈ θσ Stbl , 
then define NIx ∈σ  by )()( vvx ⊥=⊥ σσ , for all 
)(Vleafv∈ , and NOy ∈σ  by )(rootVy σσ = . 
We have explained in section  3.2, in general terms, how 
we may use transition systems to describe the dynamics of 
systems as sequences of state-transforming actions.  We 
have now defined ‘state’ and ‘transition’ for multi-net 
systems.  The following result establishes (A) – that we can 
describe the output of the system given an input and 
parameterization. 
Proposition 1. For every NΣ∈σ  and NΘ∈θ  , there exists 
a maximal execution σσ θ ′→
x . 
Proof.  Define 
} w.r.t.stableis:{, θθσ vwvVwL ⇒≤∈=  (12) 
which is the set of nodes w , such that all are stable.  We 
may readily verify: 
1) )( NΣ∈ θσ Stbl  iff VL =θσ , ; 
2) If w  is minimal in the set θσ ,\ LV , then there exists 
σ ′  such that σσ θ ′→
w  and θσθσ ,, }{ ′⊆∪ LwL . 
Here, if VX ⊆ , then v  is minimal in X  if Xv∈ and 
Xw∉ , for vw < .  If A  and B  are sets then: 
}:{\ BaAaBA ∉∈=  (13) 
So to say that w  is minimal in θσ ,\ LV  is to say that w  is 
not stable w.r.t. θ , but all its children are. 
We may now argue by induction on θσ ,\ LV  (the 
cardinality of θσ ,\ LV ).  If 0\ , =θσLV , then VL =θσ , , 
so σ  is stable, from  1), and σσ θ ′→
Λ  is a maximal 
execution.  If 0\ , >θσLV , then let w  be minimal in the 
set θσ ,\ LV .  w  cannot be stable, since if it were, then as 
θσ ,Lv∈  for all wv ≤  it would follow that θσ ,Lw∈ , a 
contradiction.  So σσ θ ′′→
w  for some NΣ∈′′σ .  But by 
2), θσθσ ,, }{ ′′⊆∪ LwL , so θσθσ ,, \\ LVLV <′′ . 
By induction, there exists a maximal execution 
σσ θ ′→′′
x , but now σσ θ ′→
xw.  is a maximal execution. 
□  
We also need to know that the system is deterministic, 
that is any given input and set of parameters, there is a 
unique output.  The next result establishes (B). 
Proposition 2. Suppose that )(, 21 NΣ∈ θσσ Stbl  such that 
21 σσ
xx = , then 21 σσ = . 
Proof.  Define 
)}()(:{ 21,, 21 vvwvVwT σσθσσ =⇒≤∈= +  (14) 
which is the set of nodes w , such that all the outputs of the 
nodes from the two states are equal.  We observe that 
21,, 21 σσθσσ =⇔=
+VT . It is also the case that for all 
)(Vleafv∈ , θσσ ,, 21Tv∈⊥ , by hypothesis, so ∅≠θσσ ,, 21T .  
We shall assume that +≠VT θσσ ,, 21  and obtain a 
contradiction. Suppose that w  is minimal in θσσ ,, 21\ TV
+ , 
then θσσ ,, 21Tv∈  for all wv <  and in particular, 
θσσ ,, 21Tw⊆
• .  From the stability definition 
)(),(),()( 2,,1 21 wzzw ww σθφθφσ θσθσ ===  (15) 
But θσσ ,, 21Tv∈  for all wv < , so θσσ ,, 21Tw∈ , the 
required contradiction. □  
Given the two propositions and the definition of input 
and output, we may now describe the function computed by 
a multi-net in a given configuration. 
Theorem 1. Suppose that N  is a multi-net and that 
NΘ∈θ , then there is a total function 
NN,N : OIG →θ  (16) 
such that if )( NΣ∈ θσ Stbl , then 
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σσθ yxG =)(,N  (17) 
Proof. The function θ,NG  is well defined because if 
)(, N21 Σ∈ θσσ Stbl  and 21 σσ xx = , then by Proposition 
2, 21 σσ =  and in particular, 21 σσ yy = . 
The function is total because if NIx∈  and NΣ∈σ  is 
any state such that xx =σ , then by Proposition 1, there 
exists a maximal execution, σσ θ ′→
x  and clearly 
xxx ==
′ σσ , since no transition alters the values on the 
inputs to the multi-net. Hence, )(,N xG θ  is defined and 
equal to σ ′y . □ 
If all the sets 
ivI  are equal to some set I , then we say 
that N  is uniform and in such cases, we have a function 
N,N :ˆ OIG →θ  defined by 
)()(ˆ ,N,N xGxG θθ =  (18) 
where xx v =⊥ )( , for each )(Vleafv∈ . 
3.4. Multi-net systems: strategies for learning 
We now turn to the training of multi-nets, and 
specifically to systems governed by some criterion function 
that can be used to measure the convergence of the system 
to the criterion.  The criterion is liberal in the sense that it 
can specify any required stopping condition.  For example, 
we might treat such criterion functions as error functions 
used in supervised learning systems, where the error is 
some measure of the difference between the desired and 
actual output of the system.  However, this does not exclude 
other criteria or types of learning, such as unsupervised 
learning systems, in which our criterion may be measured 
in a way not necessarily related to a target response, for 
example through a simple number of learning cycles. 
Taking our abstract view, we consider training to be the 
application of an operator S  to parameterizations. Thus, 
for a given (uniform) multi-net N , a parameterization 
Θ∈θ , an input NIx∈  and an output NIy∈ , the operator 
will generate a new parameterization Θ∈′θ . 
We may therefore identify a strategy with a function: 
NNNN: Θ→Θ××OIT  (19) 
so that with the notation of the previous paragraph, 
),,( θθ yxT=′ .  In fact, as the strategy will only be applied 
when the multi-net has attained a stable state following a 
feedforward pass, we may consider a strategy to be defined 
by a function 
NNN Θ→Θ×IS :  (20) 
where )),(,(),( , θθ θ xGxTxS N= . 
Let us consider this in connection with the whole training 
process.  We fix NIx∈  and suppose that N  has an initial 
parameterization NΘ∈0θ .  Repeated application of a 
feedforward pass, together with the application of the 
strategy as embodied by S  gives us a sequence of 
parameterizations ,...,...,0 rθθ , where for each 0≥r , 
),(1 rr xS θθ =+ .  We note that if rr θθ =+1 , then 
112 ),(),( +++ === rrrr xSxS θθθθ  (21) 
and by induction this gives: 
Lemma 1. If rr θθ =+1 , then for all ri ≥ , ri θθ = .□ 
If rr θθ =+1 , for all ri ≥ , then we say that S  converges 
for x  from 0θ . 
Training will have some form of goal, of course, and we 
shall suppose that this is expressed by a set; strictly 
speaking, the extension of a predicate: 
NN OIP ×⊆  (22) 
P  expresses a goal in the sense that training has 
succeeded if ( ) PxGx ∈)(, ,N θ ; P  may be considered as the 
extension of a predicate defining successful training. 
We shall say that S  is a strategy for N  with respect to 
criterion P  if and only if  
PxGxxS ∈⇔= ))(,(),( ,N θθθ  (23) 
Lemma 1 tells us that θθ =),(xS  precisely when S  
converges to θ  from some initial parameterization, so S  is 
a strategy with respect to P  precisely when it converges to 
a parameterization satisfying P . 
In the previous section we defined the feedforward 
operation of a multi-net system using partially ordered sets 
and state transitions.  Along the way we have had to 
provide formal proof of certain properties of these systems 
to ensure completeness and rigor (such as the stable and 
deterministic output of the system).  Whilst this is perhaps 
lengthy, this formal approach is necessary in order to 
provide a solid foundation for the exploration of multi-net 
system properties.  Lastly, we have provided a way of 
describing the learning process within the system.  
However, as yet we have provided no implementation 
detail using the framework, or exploited the mathematical 
properties of the definitions.  In the next section we start to 
do this by exploring a supervised learning strategy for the 
generic class of multi-net systems. 
4. Supervised learning for multi-net systems 
So far we have provided a formal definition of a multi-
net system and its associated learning algorithm.  The most 
important aspect of this approach is that it does not 
constrain the type of networks that can be combined.  All 
that is required is a suitable topology, set of feedforward 
functions, parameters and learning strategy functions.  
However, whilst this definition is perhaps interesting, to be 
useful we need to consider example systems in which we 
can start to use this formal foundation to infer properties of 
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the combined system. 
In this section we first motivate our discussion on 
learning by considering an arbitrary multi-layer perceptron 
(MLP) trained using a supervised learning technique, such 
as the host of gradient descent algorithms.  However, we do 
this only to abstract the notion of a backward training pass, 
without constraining ourselves with unnecessary details, 
such as requiring the computation of gradients.  By treating 
the MLP as a series of individual layers that are themselves 
separate networks, we generalize the notion of an arbitrary 
feedforward network to a generic sequential and parallel 
combination of networks that can be trained using an 
abstract algorithm.  Such a definition can already 
encompass a wide range of techniques, including partially 
connected feedforward networks, in-situ trained ensembles 
and ME. 
4.1. System definition 
We start by considering the simple MLP as shown in Fig. 
2, which, without loss of generality, we have considered as 
a two-layer network with an arbitrary number of inputs, 
hidden layer neurons ( n ) and outputs ( m ).  Each unit 
operates using a combination of inputs, together with an 
activation function. 
We define ),,(N mlpmlpmlpmlp F ΦΘ=  as a multi-net, by 
1) ),( ≤= mlpmlp VF , with },{ utVmlp =  and tu < ; 
2) },{ utmlp ΘΘ=Θ , nR=Θu  and mR=Θt  where R  
denotes the set of real numbers; 
3) },{ utmlp φφ=Φ . 
4.2. Learning as a backward pass 
We now consider how this simple system is trained using 
a backward pass of adjustments to parameters, before 
extending this to the concept of a multi-net system.  In such 
backward propagating techniques, each node receives some 
form of instruction from its parent in order to update its 
weights.  Depending upon this instruction, and its current 
parameterization and output, it will modify its parameters 
and propagate an instruction down to its children.  A simple 
example of this is the basic backpropagation algorithm [40] 
in which the notional error of each hidden neuron is 
calculated using the error on the output.  This suggests that 
at each node v  we have a non-empty set vA  of instructions 
together with an adjustment function 
vvvvv OAj Θ→Θ××: , (24) 
and a family of instruction propagation functions 
uvvvuv AOAa →Θ××:, , vu •∈  (25) 
An application of vj  adjusts the parameters at node v  
according to an instruction a  received, the current value y  
on v  and the current parameter θ  of v , giving a new 
parameter ),,( θyajv .  Each child vu •∈  of v  will then 
receive one instruction ),,(, θyaa uv . 
We assume that each set vA  contains an instruction to do 
nothing, which we denote by v0 , so that we have: 
θθ =),,0( yj vv , uvuv ya 0),,0(, =θ  (26) 
for all vOy∈ , vΘ∈θ . We shall require further that only a 
zero instruction can keep the parameter at the root node 
fixed, that is: 
)()( 0),,( VrootVroot ayaj =⇒= θθ . (27) 
We shall refer to this as the strictness condition. 
At this point we note that none of these definitions 
constrains the topology of the system, except that it can be 
described using a partially ordered set with a maximal 
element.  Furthermore, our description of the adjustment 
functions are only motivated by algorithms such as 
backpropagation, without having to define what adjustments 
are made, or indeed whether they are consequent from 
supervised learning or otherwise.  As such, we have 
therefore abstracted the notion of an MLP to the generic 
class of multi-net systems being trained using an abstract 
learning algorithm. 
As with the feedforward sweep, we adopt a state-based 
approach to the description of the backward pass. That is to 
say, we conceive of the multi-net going through a series of 
changes as the adjustments sweep down from the root. 
A state is an instantaneous snapshot of the system. Given 
the purpose of the vj  and uva ,  functions, we see that what 
the state must record are the instructions, outputs and 
parameters currently at each node. Consequently, we define 
a feedback state to be a function that maps the nodes to the 
union of instructions, outputs and parameterizations for 
each node: 
UUU
Vv
v
Vv
v
Vv
v OAV
∈∈∈
Θ××→:ρ  (28) 
such that for each Vv∈ , vvv OAv Θ××∈)(ρ . If 
),,()( θρ yav = , then we define aa v =)(ρ , yy v =)(ρ  
and θθρ =)(v . Thus )(vaρ  gives the instruction considered 
by v  in state ρ  and similarly for the current output and 
current parameter.  Let NΨ  denote the set of all feedback 
states. 
We also have a notion of state transition, the expression 
ρρ ′→v  says that if the algorithm is applied locally at 
node v  in state ρ , then the state will be transformed to 
ρ′ . ρρ ′→v  holds precisely when for all Vw∈ : 
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

 /
=′ otherwise
if
),,( )()()(,
)(
)(
vvvwv
w
w yaa
vwa
a
ρρρ
ρ
ρ θ
<
 (29) 
)()( ww yy ρρ =′  (30) 


 ≠
=′ otherwise
if
),,( )()()(
)(
)(
vvvv
w
w yaj
vw
ρρρ
ρ
ρ θ
θ
θ  (31) 
So the application of the algorithm at node v  propagates 
an instruction down to each of the children of v  according 
the functions uva , , leaving everything else unchanged.  
(Outputs at nodes only change in the feedforward pass.)  
Finally, the application of the algorithm at v  will change 
its own local parameters, leaving all others unchanged. 
Putting together the node modifications together in the 
case of a backward pass is not quite as simple as in the 
case of the feedforward formalism, since there is no 
concept corresponding to a stable state, which guarantees 
that each node is only modified once during a sweep. We 
have to impose this explicitly here. Essentially, the idea is 
that no node v  should be modified until every node vw≥  
has been modified. We should therefore consider sequences 
of the form 
n
vv n ρρρ →→ L11  (32) 
such that jivv ji <⇒> . Note that this means 
)(1 Vrootv = . Any such sequence nvv L1  is called a 
topological sort of V  and we denote the set of all 
topological sorts of V  by )(VTS . We now have a 
function: 
NN)(: Ψ→Ψ×VTSR  (33) 
given by 
⇔′= ρρ ),( 1 nvvR L ρρρρ ′=→→ n
vv nL
1
1  (34) 
On the face of it, it would seem that the application of the 
algorithm depends on the order in which it is applied to the 
nodes. Fortunately, this is not the case, as the following 
result shows. 
Proposition 3. With the above notation, if )(, VTS∈′αα , 
then ),(),( ραρα ′= RR , for all NΨ∈ρ . 
Proof.  Let Vvv ∈′,  and define vvvvvv ≤/′∧′≤/⇔′ι . 
If ∗∈′ Vαα , , then define αα ′≡ )1(  if and only if there 
exists ∗∈′′ Vββ ,  and Vvv ∈′,  such that ββα ′′′= vv , 
ββα ′′′=′ vv  and vv ′ι .  Now define αα ′≡  if and only if 
either αα ′=  or there exists )(,...,1 VTSn ∈αα , such that 
αααα ==≡≡= n
)1()1(
1 ... .  First, we show: 
1) If )(VTS∈α  and αα ′≡ , then )(VTS∈′α  and 
),(),( ραρα ′= RR ; 
In view of the definition of ≡ , in order to prove 1) it 
suffices to prove that 
2) If )(VTS∈α  and αα ′≡ )1( , then )(VTS∈′α  and 
),(),( ραρα ′= RR ; 
Next we prove 
3) If )(, VTS∈′αα , then αα ′≡ . 
The proof of the proposition now proceeds as follows.  If 
)(, VTS∈′αα , then αα ′≡  by 3), and so 
),(),( ραρα ′= RR  by 1). We prove (2) and (3). 
For 2), suppose that nrr vvvvvv LL 11 +′=α  and 
nrr vvvvvv LL 11 +′=′α  with vv ′ι , so that αα ′≡ )1( . If 
)(VTS∉′α , then we would have to have vv ′≤ . But, this 
would contradict vv ′ι . Hence, )(VTS∈′α . We also note 
that if ρρρ ˆvv ′→′→ , ρρρ ′→′′→ ′′ ˆvv  and vv ′ι , then a 
simple calculation shows that ρρ ′= ˆˆ . Hence, 
),(),( ραρα ′= RR . We have argued that  if )(VTS∈α  
and αα ′≡ )1( , then )(VTS∈′α  and ),(),( ραρα ′= RR .  
Now 1) follows, as we have already explained. 
For 3), suppose that )(, VTS∈′αα . We argue by 
induction on )()( ααα ′∧−=′ lVn , where αα ′∧  denotes 
the longest common prefix of α  and α′ , and in general 
)(βl  denotes the length of β .  For example, if 
},,,{ dcbaV = , abcd=α , abdc=′α , then 4=V , 
ab=′∧αα , and so 2)(4)( =−=′∧− abV ll αα . 
In the base case of the induction, 0)( =′αn , so that  
)( αα ′∧= lV . But )()( αα ′== llV , so in this case 
αα ′=  and so αα ′≡  by definition of ≡ .  For the 
induction step, we show that there exists )(VTS∈′′α  such 
that αα ′′=′  and )()( αα ′<′′ nn .  By induction, αα ′′= , 
but ≡  is an equivalence relation, so αα ′≡ , as required. 
Suppose that 0)( >′∧− ααlV  and suppose that 
γβα v= , γβα ′=′ vvv rL1 , Vvvv r ∈,,,1 L , ∗∈′ Vγγβ ,,  
with vv ,≠ , so that ααβ ′∧= . As )(1 VTSvvv r ∈′γβ L , 
ivv ≤/ , ri ≤≤1 , and as all the iv  occur in γ  and 
)(VTSv ∈γβ , vvi ≤/ , ri ≤≤1 , hence, vvi ι , ri ≤≤1 , 
and so 
αγβγ
βγβα
′′=′≡≡′≡
≡′=′
− rrr
r
vvvvvv
vvvv
LLL
LL
1
)1()1(
1
1
)1(
1 , (35) 
Hence αα ′′≡′ . But now )(VTS∈′′α , by the first part of 
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the proof, and ααβ ′′≤ ,v , so that )()( αααα ′∧>′′∧ ll  
and hence )()( αα ′<′′ nn  By induction αα ′′≡ , and as 
αα ′′≡′ , αα ′≡ , by transitivity. □ 
As a result, we have a function NN: Ψ→ΨB  given by 
),()( ραρ RB =  for any )(VTS∈α . )(ρB  is the new 
feedback state following one sweep of the algorithm. 
There is one further matter to consider and that is how 
the backward pass is initiated. We propose that this 
depends on a function 
)(NN: VrootAOIQ →×  (36) 
which compares the input with the output and issues an 
instruction to the root node.  Note that, in line with our aim 
of maximal generality, we have not specified how the input 
and output are compared here. 
4.3. Abstract training strategy 
Let us now see how our abstract scheme determines a 
strategy – does it lead to convergence?  Let NIx∈  and 
NΘ∈θ .  We know from Propositions 1 and 2 that there 
exists a unique )( NΣ∈ θσ Stbl  such that xσσ = .  We 
define NΨ∈),( θρ x  as follows, for each Vv∈  

 ==
otherwise
if
v
vx
VrootvxGxQ
a
0
)())(,( ,N
))(,(
θ
θρ  (37) 
vvx yy =))(,( θρ  (38) 
vvx θθ θρ =))(,(  (39) 
In words, ),( θρ x  represents the situation in which a 
feedforward pass has just completed with parameterization 
θ , no node except the root is being instructed to change and 
the root is to receive the instruction computed by Q  on the 
basis of the current input and output of the multi-net. 
Definition 4 An abstract backward pass learning scheme 
for a multi-net N  is a triple )J,A,(B Q= , where 
1) )(NN: VrootAOIQ →× ; 
2) A  is an indexed family of instruction propagation 
functions v,ua , Vv∈ , vu
•∈ ; 
3) J  is an indexed family of adjustment functions vj , 
Vv∈ . 
Let us now see how our scheme determines a strategy.  
Given NIx∈  and NΘ∈θ , we construct ),( θρ x .  We 
now appeal to Proposition 3, which asserts the existence of 
a feedback state N)),(( Ψ∈θρ xB .  To obtain ),( θxS , we 
simply extract the parameters from )),(( θρ xB , that is, for 
each Vv∈ , define 
)))(,((),( vxBvB xS θρθθ =  (40) 
Proposition 4. Suppose that )J,A,(B Q=  is an abstract 
scheme, then BS  is a training strategy with respect to the 
predicate BP  given by 
)(0),(),( VrootB yxQPyx =⇔∈ . (41) 
Proof. If )(, 0)),(,( VrootxGxQ =θθN , then vvxa 0))(,( =θρ , 
for all Vv∈ , by  (37) and hence θθ =),(xSB . 
Conversely, if θθ =),(xSB , then in particular, 
)),()),(,((
),(
)(,,)(
)()(
VrootVroot
VrootBVroot
xGxGxQj
xS
θ
θθ
θθ NN=
=
 (42) 
so that )(, 0)),(,( VrootxGxQ =θθN , by  (27). Now apply 
 (23). □ 
We know that every abstract scheme determines a 
strategy. Not all strategies may so be determined; 
Proposition 5 will show that such strategies must be 
regular, in the sense defined by Definition 5.  Broadly 
speaking, regularity reflects the manner in which abstract 
schemes generate strategies. For example, a strategy BS  
will make the same alterations at the root node given the 
same pair ),( yx  and parameterization. This is one aspect 
of 1) of Definition 5. Indeed, if NΘ∈′θθ ,  agree on all 
nodes above a node Vv∈ , then BS  will have the same 
effect on their parameters. We capture these ideas using the 
relations vx,≡ , defined below. 
First, if Vv∈ , then define }:{ vwVwv ≥∈=↑ .  
Suppose NN Θ×∈ Ix ),( θ , then by Propositions 1 and 2, 
there exists a unique )( NΣ∈ Stblσ  such that, xσσ = . We 
shall name this state ),( θσ x . Note that 
)(, ),()( VrootxxG θσθ =N .  Now, for each Vv∈  
and NIx ∈, , we define a relation vx,≡  over NΘ  by 
wwwwvx xxvw ),(),(., θσθσθθθθ ′=∧′=∈↑∀⇔′≡  (43) 
Of course, vx,≡  is an equivalence relation. 
The following definition lists those properties of 
strategies BS  which, as we shall see later, in Theorem 2, 
precisely characterise them. 
Definition 5. We shall define a strategy S  to be regular, if 
and only if for each Vv∈ , NΘ∈′θθ ,  and NIx∈ , 
1) uuvx xSxSvu ),(),(., θθθθ ′=≥∀⇒′≡ ; 
2) θθθθ θθ ′=′⇒=∧= ′ ),()()(),( ,, xSxGxGxS NN ; 
3) θθθθ =⇒= ),(),( )()( xSxS VrootVroot . 
Proposition 5. Suppose that B  is an abstract scheme, then 
BS  is regular. 
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Proof. Let Vv∈ , NΘ∈′θθ ,  and NIx∈ .We establish the 
conditions of definition 5. 
1) Suppose that θθ ′≡ vx,  and let suppose that 
)(1 VTSvv n ∈L . Let n
vv nx ρρθρρ →→= L
10
1),(  and 
n
vv nx ρρθρρ ′→′→′=′ L
10
1),( .  We observe that 


 <
=
otherwise
if
j
j
ji vB
v
v xS
ji
),()( θ
θ
θ ρ  (44) 



′
<′
=
′ otherwise
if
j
j
ji vB
v
v xS
ji
),()( θ
θ
θ ρ  (45) 
Now, rvv = , for some nr ≤≤1  and by the definition of 
topological sort, if vu∈↑ , then ivu = for some ri ≤ . 
Hence, for all ri ≤ , 
ii vv θθ ′= and ii vv xx ),(),( θσθσ ′= . 
 By (37) and the fact that 
1
),()(, vxxG θσθ ′=N , 
)()( 111111
)),(,()),(,( vvvv axxQxxQa ρρ θσθσ ′=′==  (46) 
)(
)(
111111
111111
)),),(),),(,((
)),),(),),(,((
vvvvv
vvvvv
xxxQj
xxxQj
ρ
ρ
θθθσθσ
θθσθσθ
′
=′′′=
=
 
We now assume that if ri < , then for all ij ≤ , then 
)()()()( jijijiji vvvv
aa ρρρρ θθ ′′ =∧=  (47) 
And prove that this holds for 1+i . The proof of 1) now 
follows by induction. We have already established the base 
case 1=i . 
Let 1+≤ ij . If ij ≤ , then  
)()()()(
11 jijijiji
vvvv aaaa
++
′′
=== ρρρρ  (48) 
 
whereas if 1+= ij , then by the property of topological 
sorts, kj vv
•∈  for ik ≤ , and so 
)(),(,
),(,)(
1
1
),),((
),),((
jikkkkjk
kkkkjkji
vvvvvv
vvvvvv
axaa
xaaa
+
+
′′
=′′=
=
ρρ
ρρ
θθσ
θθσ
 (49) 
Similarly, if ij ≤ , then  
)()()()(
11 jijijiji
vvvv
++
′′
=== ρρρρ θθθθ  (50) 
where if 1+= ij  and kj vv
•∈  for ik ≤ , then  
)()(
)()(
111111
111111
),)),(,(
),)),(,(
jiiiiii
iiiiiji
vvvvv
vvvvv
xaj
xaj
++++++
++++++
′′
=′′=
=
ρρ
ρρ
θθθσ
θθσθ
(51) 
This completes the induction step.  Next, we prove 2). We 
have, using  (23) 
θθ
θθ
θθ
θθ
′=′⇒
==⇒
=∧=
′
′
),(
0))(,())(,(
)()(),(
)(,,
,,
xS
xGxQxGxQ
xGxGxS
Vroot
B
NN
NN
 (52) 
Finally, we show 3). Using  (27) and  (31), we have 
θθ
θθ
θθ
θ
θθ
=⇒=⇒
=⇒
=
),(0))(,(
)),()),(,((
),(
)(,
)()(,,)(
)()(
xSxGxQ
xGxGxQj
xS
Vroot
VrootVrootVroot
VrootVroot
N
NN (53) 
□ 
As we have pointed out, regularity characterises 
precisely those strategies which are determined by abstract 
schemes. The proof of this is by construction, so that we 
need to define the various sets and functions that make up 
an abstract scheme. 
Unlike a strategy, an abstract scheme does not ‘know’ in 
advance the parameterizations and outputs at the nodes. 
However, as it percolates through the multi-net, it acquires 
knowledge of the values at the nodes it has already ‘met’. 
The point of regularity is that this is all the information it 
needs to replicate the local effect of a strategy. The 
‘instruction’ values will be records of such information, 
together with that of the current input. This information is 
encapsulated in the triples ),,( xβα . 
If Vv∈ , then we define }{\ vvv =↑↑  and we define vU  
to be the set of all functions 
U
vw
wv
↑∈
Θ→↑:α  (54) 
such that ww Θ∈)(α  for all vw ↑∈ . We also define vV  to 
be the set of all functions 
U
vw
wOv
↑∈
→↑:β  (55) 
such that ww Θ∈)(β  for all vw ↑∈ . If )}({\ VrootVv∈ , 
then we define 
NIVUE vvv ××=  and }0{ vvv EA ∪=  (56) 
}0{)( )()( VrootVroot OIA ∪×= NN , (57) 
where we assume that v0  is some element not appearing in 
vE  and that )(0 Vroot  is some element not appearing in 
NN OI × . 
As the ‘instruction’ values are records of the values 
already encountered, a new instruction should be generated 
from an old one by an augmentation by an extra pair of 
values. This is the point of the s  function below. 
If )}({\ VrootVv∈  and vAx ∈),,( βα  and 
vv Oy ×Θ∈)ˆ,ˆ(θ , then we define 
),,()ˆ,ˆ),,,(( xyxs βαθβα ′′= , where 


=
↑∈
=′
vu
vuu
u
if
if
θ
α
α ˆ
)(
)(  (58) 
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

=
↑∈
=′
vuy
vuu
u
if
if
ˆ
)(
)(
ββ  (59) 
We can easily check that if vAa∈  and vv Oy ×Θ∈)ˆ,ˆ(θ , 
then uAyas ∈)ˆ,ˆ,( θ  for every vu •∈ . We use this fact 
without further comment in the definition of the uva ,  
functions. 
We also define ),,()ˆ,ˆ),,(( xyyxs βαθ ′′= , where 
θα ˆ))(( =′ Vroot  and yVroot ˆ))(( =′β . Of course, 
)()ˆ,ˆ),,(( VrootAyyxs ∈θ . 
Given NN Θ×∈ Ix ),( θ , we have values uθ and uxs ),( θ . 
The function va  below selects those values sitting on 
nodes above v , which are precisely those encountered by 
the algorithm before reaching that node. 
For each )}({\ VrootVv∈ , define a function 
vv Aa →ΘN:  by 
ww
v
xwwvw
xa
),()()(.
),,()(
θσβθα
βαθ
=∧=↑∈∀
⇔=
 (60) 
It is an immediate consequence of the definition that for 
all )}({\ VrootVv∈  and vu •∈  
),),(),(()( vvvu xasa θθσθθ =  (61) 
The idea behind this construction is that vAa∈  records 
those parts of θ  and ),( θσ x  that the algorithm has 
encountered on the way to node v  and that regularity 
ensures that this information is enough to determine how it 
should modify the parameter at v , as the next lemma makes 
clear. 
Lemma 2: Suppose that S  is a regular strategy NIx∈  and 
N, Θ∈′θθ , then 
1) If )()( VrootVroot θθ ′=  and )()( ,, xGxG NN θθ ′= , then 
)()( ),(),( VrootVroot xSxS θθ ′= ; 
2) If )()( θθ ′= vv aa , vv θθ ′=  and 
vv xx ),(),( θσθσ ′= , then vv xSxS ),(),( θθ ′= . 
Proof. 
1) The hypothesis translates as θθ ′≡ )(, Vrootx  and the 
conclusion follows from 1) of Definition 5. 
2) Let vw ↑∈  so by (61),  ),,()()( xaa ww βαθθ =′= , 
say. So, ww w θαθ ′== )(  and 
ww xwx ),()(),( θσβθσ ′== .  As  vv θθ ′=  and 
vv xx ),(),( θσθσ ′= , it follows that θθ ′≡ vx, .  By 
regularity, vv xSxS ),(),( θθ ′= . □ 
We next observe that if 1)( =Θ Vroot , then we will 
always have )()(),( VrootVrootxS θθ = , whence θθ =),(xS , 
by 3) of Definition 5. If θθ =),(xS , then BSS = , where 
)(0),( Vroot
S yxQ = , for all NN OIyx ×∈),( . We shall 
therefore assume that 1)( >Θ Vroot , so that by the axiom of 
choice there exists a bijective function 
)()(: VrootVroot Θ→Θτ  (62) 
such that θθτ ≠)(  for each )(VrootΘ∈θ . Fix such a 
function for the purpose of the following construction. 
We now pass to the construction; we 
define ),,( SSSS QB JA= , where  



=∧
=Θ∈∃
=
otherwise
if
),(
)(
),(.0
),( ,
)(
yx
yxG
xS
yxQ
Vroot
S
θ
θθθ
N
N
 (63) 
To repeat an earlier observation, an abstract scheme 
knows only x  and y . However, if we know that 
θθ ˆ)ˆ,( =xS  for any parameterization θˆ , then Pyx ∈),( , 
where S  is a strategy for P , so that in such a case we must 
have )(0),( VrootyxQ = . Otherwise, we just pass the 
information ),( yx  down to the children of the root node. 
SA  is an indexed family of functions S
uv
a
,
, Vv∈ , 
vu •∈ , given by 
uVroot
S ya
uVroot
0)ˆ,ˆ,0( )(),( =θ  (64) 
)()ˆ,ˆ),,((
),(
θθ u
S ayyxa
uVroot
=  (65) 
uv
S ya
uv
0)ˆ,ˆ,0(
,
=θ  (66) 
)ˆ,ˆ,()ˆ,ˆ,(
,
yasyaaS
uv
θθ =  (67) 
where yx VrootVroot ˆ),(ˆ )()( =∧= θσθθ . 
SJ  is an indexed family of functions Svj , Vv∈ , given 
by  
θθ ˆ)ˆ,ˆ,0( )()( =yj Vroot
S
Vroot
 (68) 







≠∧
=∧
=
=
otherwise
if
)ˆ(
ˆ),(
ˆ
ˆ),(
)ˆ,ˆ),,((
)(
)(
)(
)(
θτ
θθ
θθ
θ
θ
Vroot
Vroot
Vroot
S
xS
yyxS
yyxj
Vroot
 (69) 
θθ ˆ)ˆ,ˆ,0( =yj vSv  (70) 


 ↔
=
otherwise
if
θ
θθθ
θ
ˆ
)ˆ,ˆ,(),(
)ˆ,ˆ,(
yasxS
yaj vS
v
 (71) 
where, if vAa∈ , then 
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aaa v =⇔↔ )(θθ  (72) 
Proposition 6: SB  is an abstract scheme. 
Proof. The functions S
v
j  are well defined by Lemma 2. It 
remains to establish  (26) and the strictness condition  (27). 
θθ ˆ)ˆ,ˆ,0( =yj vSv  and uv
S ya
uv
0)ˆ,ˆ,0(
,
=θ  holds by  (64), 
 (66),  (68) and  (70). It remains to be shown 
that θθ ˆ)ˆ,ˆ),,(( ≠yyxj S
v
, which gives  (27). 
Suppose than that θθ ˆ)ˆ,ˆ),,((
)(
=yyxj S
Vroot
, then 
)ˆ()ˆ,ˆ),,,(( )()( θτθβα VrootS yxj Vroot ≠ , so 
that θθθθ ˆ),()ˆ,ˆ),,((ˆ )()( ≠== Vroot
S xSyyxj
Vroot
, by (69), a 
contradiction. □ 
Theorem 2.  Suppose that S  is a strategy, then S  is 
regular if and only if there exists an abstract scheme B  such 
that BSS = . Furthermore, if S  is a strategy with respect to 
a criterion P , then PP SB = . 
Proof. If BSS =  for some abstract scheme B , then S  is 
regular , by Proposition 5. Conversely, suppose that S  is 
regular. SB  is an abstract scheme by Proposition 6. We 
shall prove that SBSS = . 
Let NN Θ×∈ Ix ),( θ .  Suppose first that S  is a strategy 
with respect to a criterion P , then by  (23),  
}),(:))(,{(( , θθθθ =∧Θ∈= xSxGxP NN . (73) 
By Proposition 4, SBS  is a strategy with respect to 
}0),(:),{(( )(Vroot
S
B yxQOIyxP S =×∈= NN . (74) 
But, by  (63) and  (73), 
PyxyxG
xSyxQ Vroot
S
∈⇔=⇔
=Θ∈∃⇔=
),()(
),(.0),(
,
)(
θ
θθθ
N
N , (75) 
so that PP SB = . 
From this, we deduce that 
)(
,
,
0),(
))(,(
))(,(),(
Vroot
S
B
yxQ
PxGx
PxGxxS
S
=⇒
∈⇒
∈⇒=
θ
θθθ
N
N
. (76) 
Hence, by  (37), vvxa 0))(,( =θρ  for all Vv∈ , and so 
),(),( θθθ xSxS SB == . 
It remains to be shown that ),(),( θθ xSxS SB =  when 
θθ ≠),(xS . 
We first show that ))(,( ,))()(,( xGxa Vrootx θθρ N= . Indeed, 
if, ))(,( ,))()(,( xGxa Vrootx θθρ N≠ , then 
)(, 0))(,( Vroot
S xGxQ =θN  and hence there exists NΘ∈θˆ  
such that θθ ˆ)ˆ,( =xS  and )()( ,ˆ, xGyxG θθ NN == . By 2) of 
Definition 5, θθ =),(xS , a contradiction. 
Let ),(:
0
θρρ x=  and )(1 VTSvv n ∈L  and suppose that 
n
vv n ρρρ →→ L
10
1 .  We shall argue by induction that 
for all ni <≤1  
jji
vv xS ),()( θθρ = , ij ≤≤1  (77) 
)()( θρ jji vv aa = , 11 +≤< ij  (78) 
For the base case,  
111
1111111
),()),()),(,((
),),(,(
,,
)()(
vvv
vvvvv
xSxGxGxj
xaj
θθ
θθσθ
θθ
ρρ
==
=
NN
 (79) 
since θθ ≠),(xS  and hence 
11
),( vvxS θθ ≠ , by 1) of 
Definition 5, while by  (29),  (65) and  (61) 
)(
)()(),(
)),()),(,((
2
112
12121
,,
,,,)(
θ
θθθ
θ
θθ
θθρ
v
vvv
vvvv
a
xGxGa
xGxGxaa
=
=∧=′′=
=
′ NN
NN
where (80) 
Finally, suppose that the induction hypothesis holds 
for nr <≤1 ; we show that it holds for 1+r . We have, by 
 (71) and induction 
jjjr
vvv xS ),()()(
1
θθθ ρρ ==
+
 if rj ≤  (81) 
j
jjrr
jjrrrrr
v
vvvv
vvvvv
xS
xaj
xaj
),(
),),(),((
),),(,(
11
11111
)()(
θ
θθσθ
θθσθ ρρ
=
=
=
++
+++++
 (82) 
as θθθσθ ↔
+
),),(),((
1 jjr vvv
xas , by  (61). Similarly 
)()()(
1
θρρ jjjr vvv aaa ==+  if 1+≤ rj  (83) 
and by the property of topological sorts kr vv
•
+ ∈2  for 
some 1+≤ rk  and so, using induction  (61) and  (66) 
)(
),),(),((
),),(,(
2
2
2221
,
)(,)(
θ
θθσθ
θθσρρ
+
+
++++
=
=
=
r
kkkrk
jkrkrkrr
v
vvvvv
vvvvvv
a
xaa
xaaa
 (84) 
completing the proof. □ 
4.4. Discussion 
The significance of this result is as follows. If it is 
possible to express precisely the aims of training a multi-
net, that is, as an extension to a predicate, then if training is 
possible at all, it may be achieved somehow by the abstract 
scheme we describe. 
Here then, we have described a generic feedforward 
multi-net system in order to consider how a backward 
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training pass of adjustments can be used to modify the 
parameters of the system corresponding to some 
convergence predicate.  We have considered, without loss 
of generality, a system in which there are two components 
(the hidden layer and the output layer), with the leaf nodes 
feeding sequentially the root node.  Because of the 
generality of this situation, we could consider a similar 
system in which there are two or more leaf nodes feeding 
the root.  This corresponds to the class of MLPs that consist 
of partial connections between the hidden and output layers.  
Furthermore, since we have not constrained the operation 
of the root node in terms of how it combines the outputs of 
the leaves, this may be achieved simply via a weighted 
combination without activation, or indeed weight 
adjustment during learning.  Such a combination also 
describes a simple ensemble.  Further suitable definitions 
of the functions associated with each node can then 
describe more complex combination techniques, such as the 
majority voting scheme, or the competitive combination in 
ME.  Indeed, because we have abstracted the parameters 
and functions, we are not constrained in how the networks 
are combined, provided we can describe them using the 
framework. 
A similar exercise of comparing theoretically combined 
systems was considered by Brown [7] when he proposed 
the linkage between NC learning [34], Dyn-Co [24] and 
ME [27].  Whilst this only considered a related set of 
systems, the benefit of such an approach is apparent: we 
can consider a larger class of systems abstractly and 
explore their properties collectively.  In the first instance 
we have provided one such analysis by defining an abstract 
supervised learning algorithm for the generic class of multi-
net systems.  By providing the algorithm, we have exploited 
the mathematical framework to give a constructive proof of 
the existence of such a convergent scheme. 
Whilst this can help to unify theoretical notions of neural 
systems, for example our demonstration that there exists a 
supervised training scheme for this general class of 
feedforward multi-net systems, we have not made this 
concrete in any way.  The proof of existence is powerful, 
but consequently limited.  To be of use, making such an 
algorithm concrete is essential, but obviously relies upon 
the ability of defining appropriate functions and parameters, 
something which is not trivial in itself. 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper we have provided a formal framework in 
which the general class of multi-net systems can be 
described and rigorously analyzed.  Furthermore, we have 
proven that, given an appropriately constructed partially 
ordered set, that there exists a learning algorithm that can 
be used to train the system to a given criterion, although we 
do not know what this algorithm might be. 
We feel that a key contribution of this paper is that it 
takes a formal, abstract view of the area; abstract in that no 
reference is made in the model to numbers.  By doing this 
we have made a start at unifying the different types of multi-
net system in a way that can be used to infer properties of 
the whole from the component properties, together with 
other, more specific theories.  Of course, in practical 
applications we need to make this concrete, but we believe 
that a considerable amount of neural network theory can be 
elucidated in its absence.  Essentially, we are offering a 
different, and we believe novel, perspective on the problem 
area.  This poses an interesting mathematical problem.  
Given an abstract multi-net system and criterion, is it 
possible to encode the various parameters and functions so 
that the latter are computable, that is recursive, and that the 
resulting system is isomorphic (does exactly the same thing 
as the abstract system)?  A positive result would enhance 
the consequences of Theorem 2. 
The next stages of this research are to consider what 
implications this has on existing multi-net architectures, and 
in particular whether this helps us to understand better 
multiple classifier systems, as well as exploring what 
properties of individual system components can be used to 
inform us about properties of the system as a whole.  In the 
first instance this means looking at the properties of the 
combined system in order to systematically break them 
down to their component parts (sub-multi-nets), so that 
these can then be put back together to infer properties of the 
whole once again.  This will allow us to consider the 
impact of each component on the overall system, something 
that is important in understanding and quantifying the notion 
of diversity in ensemble classifiers, but which requires 
relating the abstract system to the concrete.  For example, 
by being able to relate component performance to system 
performance, it may be possible to determine the maximum 
capability of a given system and compare that with other 
configurations. 
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Figure Captions 
Fig. 1.  a) an ensemble system where the output of three 
components (u, v, and w) are combined, say, using a 
weighted average; b) the Hasse diagram for the equivalent 
system ( ensV ), with the addition of a root node (t) in place 
of the weighted summation; c) a HME system consisting of 
two levels of experts (u, x, y), combined by two gating 
networks (w, z); d) the Hasse diagram for the equivalent 
system ( hmeV ), with the addition of two nodes (t, v) in 
place of the combinations. 
Fig. 2.  a) an arbitrary two layer MLP; b) the same MLP 
depicted with each layer as a node; c) the Hasse diagram 
for the equivalent system ( mlpV ). 
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